
Renewed WNYPGA Section Partnership
T Squared Putters

EAST AMHERST, NY (April 22, 2024) – T Squared Putters has renewed their partnership with the Western
New York PGA Section.

T Squared Putters – A Buffalo native, Toby Tuber,
Co-Founder of T Squared Putters, had one mission -
making the perfect putter. Tuber began playing golf
at a young age just for fun, but once he became a
teenager, he began to play more competitively.

Throughout this time, Tuber’s dad was operating a startup company that specialized in manufacturing surgical
dental equipment. Never quite interested in the dental field, Tuber didn’t give his dad’s work too much thought
and would just occasionally help out. This all changed when Tuber found out that those same machines used for
dental equipment could also be used for golf equipment.

Tuber immediately began to learn the machines and began getting to know the engineers with a goal of
developing a putter prototype. When it turned out high quality, Tuber knew he was onto something, and thus, T
Squared Putters was born.

“WNYPGA is grateful and excited to welcome back yet another highly coveted Section Partner with T Squared.
Having the continued support and involvement from Tony, Scott, and the team at T Squared is a major deal for
us as we continue mint partnerships, both new and current, that add value to our Members and support local
businesses at the same time!,” said John Osberg, Director of Development for WNYPGA. “This is a renewed
partnership that’s been retained and grown both in service of our PGA Professional Members and for the WNY
golfing community at large!”

About WNYPGA
The mission of the Western New York Section of the Professional Golfers’ Association of America is to
establish the Section as a viable, valuable, and visible organization in promoting the growth of golf and the
advancement of the golfing profession. The WNY Section shall be the leader in the promotion of golf, a
provider of job opportunities for its PGA Members and Associates, a professional force for PGA Members to
maintain and upgrade their skill level to allow them to compete in today’s business world, a leader in teaching
and tournament operations, and finally, a trainer of future Golf Professionals and other career positions.
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